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Transforming Data Into Evidence
Finding the Critical Information
Sooner or later almost every business is faced with producing electronic 
evidence to comply with court mandates or regulatory requests.  Vestige’s 
professional electronic discovery consultants analyze terabytes of data — 
to uncover the most relevant evidence.  Our processes, which include data 
analytics, data visualization, deduplication, keyword searching, predictive 
coding and hosting on our SOC-2 certified secure data center, follow the 
Sedona Conference standards to ensure quality in areas such as document 
tracking and exceptional reporting, making the E-Discovery process and 
decisions transparent and defensible in court.

If you understand the value of leveraging the use of technology over manual 
review and have at least 600,000 documents, Vestige E-Discovery is for you! 

Trusted Services & Staff
Choose from one of our three services: Defensible Preservation, 
Defensible Search, or the comprehensive OnePassSM Controlled Discovery. 

Vestige’s technical Electronic Discovery staff includes certified analysts and 
administrators who can handle any technical challenge that might arise. Our 
team addresses very complex E-Discovery issues, from the preparation of 
forensic and E-Discovery protocols to matters involving sophisticated search 
and retrieval methodologies, Rule 26(f) requirements, Special Master/Neutral 
Experts, and more. 

Our E-Discovery Benefits
• Vestige designs, implements and take responsibility for all aspects                        

of the Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM)

• Plan & Manage the Project

• Identify Relevant Data Sources

• Preserve Electronic Evidence

• Process & Search Large Volumes of Data

• Create a Searchable Database of all discoverable information from all 
technology sources simultaneously and without disruption to your client           
or personnel

• Accommodate Aggressive Deadlines

• Minimize Cost

w
Vestige Difference
Our process is what sets us apart:

Speed 
Speedy access to critical information, 

earlier in the process

Control
Improves attorney control to identify, 

preserve, analyze, produce & review ESI

Insulation
Insulates client’s IT, business processes 
and confidential data from adversarial 

discovery process

Cost
Decreased total overall cost of 

preparing and responding to managing 
ESI as evidence““

Vestige can quickly seek, locate, secure and 
search through large volumes of Electronically 
Stored Information (ESI) to find the critical 
data you need to utilize as evidence in civil and 
criminal courts of law.

• Project planning & execution

• On-site preservation of ESI

• Data culling, filtering, analysis

• Metadata analysis & reporting

• Key term searching and reporting

• Data content analysis & reporting

• Technology infrastructure 
analysis

• Document deduplication

• Data processing (native or fixed 
image) and metadata extraction

• Creation of load files for litigation 
support software

• eDiscovery Special Master 
Services

• Social Media discovery

• Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

• Solutions for complex litigation, 
Hart Scott Rodino (HSR) 
Second Requests, and regulatory 
investigations.
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ESI Solutions



“Vestige’s OnePassSM
  

Controlled Discovery 

process helps attorneys 

discharge their duties 

under Zubulake, while 

keeping the producing 

party in control of 

their own discovery;           

thereby neutralizes          

the advantage that 

many requesting 

parties seek when 

they ask for electronic 

evidence.”

Vestige E-Discovery Services 

Defensible Preservation Plan
Helps Eliminate Dilemmas
Vestige’s Defensible Preservation Plan keeps the attorney and the client out of trouble because it expertly identifies and 

defines the relevant electronic evidence and simultaneously preserves and collects that evidence in a manner that isn’t 

typically challenged as it exceeds today’s standards in use by most parties involved in litigation. 

This is a collaborative process between Vestige’s Digital Experts, the client’s legal team, the client’s Information 

Technology Department, and the custodians.  Vestige takes control and responsibility for properly identifying, preserving, 

collecting, and documenting not only what evidence ought to be preserved, but also the facts that support those 

decisions.  Clients that engage Vestige to perform a Defensible Preservation Plan avoid challenges to the efficacy of their 

identification and preservation of digital evidence.

Defensible Search 
Utilizes Technology to Efficiently Respond to Discovery
Defensible Search Plan is geared specifically for the Producing Party in those situations when they are not focusing on 

building their case or fact find, but instead are simply interested in responding in the most cost effective and expedient 

manner.

It combines legal, statistics, linguistics and technical capabilities from your Vestige Digital Electronic Experts.  Case law 

does not mandate that Discovery be perfect, but must be DEFENSIBLE.  

The Vestige Defensible Search provides the solution you’re looking for.

OnePassSM Controlled Discovery
Comprehensive E-Discovery Solution
OnePassSM Controlled Discovery encompasses the entire EDRM. It  allows the 

Experts at Vestige to properly manage the discovery process, maintain control 

over document production and protect the client’s IT Dept.  It encompasses:

Identification

Preservation & Collection

Processing, Review & Analysis

Production

Presentation

OnePassSM is a legally defensible, strategically desirable solution that 

leverages Vestige’s legal and technology expertise to lessen our client’s 

burden of recognizing, preparing and responding to legal issues related to the 

technological aspects of electronic evidence.  OnePassSM
 delivers value by 

placing our client in control of electronic evidence faster than any alternative 

while insulating our client’s business processes from adversaries , all while 

decreasing the overall total cost of managing the electronic evidence. 
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